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Introduction
In lens mount, there is a high stress near the contact area. Tensile stress will occur just
outside the contact area and will form crack into subsurface of the glass. Yoder[1]
suggested not make any damage to the glass, which means the tensile stress can not
exceeding about 1000 psi . However, this suggestion may be too conservative. We need
to answer the question: If damage does occur, will the component survive subsequent
applied stresses? How does contact damage affect the strength of glass?
The project is to analysis this phenomena using finite element method and predict its
effect on the glass strength with experimental data. More specific, we use a simulated
lens mounting ring to load the glass. The objective is to make sure that due to common
sharp corner radius and loads (R=0.01, F=50 and 200 lb), the strength of the glass (via
double ring strength test[5][6]) won't degrade, because there is no deep enough flaws.
Background knowledge
1, Herzian contact (for cylinders)[1][3]
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tensile stress (first principle stress ). The important feature of the indentation stress
field for the initiation of a conical fracture is the tensile region near the specimen surface
just outside the area of contact.
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Fig 1 (a)Hertzian cone crack parameters[7], (b)Principle normal stress field[3]
2, Strength of glass[5]
Glass does not possess a single characteristic strength. The strength of the material is
dependent on the distribution of cracks or surface flaws.
Stress intendity factor
Looking at a single flaw in a material the maximum bending strength depends on the size
of the flaw and geometry in the material. For example in case of a flaw with a short depth
in a thick plate with tensile forces acting normal to the crack plane one can define a stress
intensity factor KI by:
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the nominal stress perpendicular to the stress plane
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depth of the flaw.

A flaw will result in a fracture if KI > fracture toughness KIC
Weibull distribution

Basing on laboratory test results obtained under well defined conditions one can calculate
design strengths for loads and conditions posed by special application requirements.
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Weibull factor (scatter of the distribution.)

FEA model analysis
1, Contact damage
First, I tried to use COSMOSWorks in solidworks to do the analysis. But in the particular
situation, contact radius is less than 1e-3 in. the finite element meshing needs to be really
small and the contact property is hard to define. In addition, the phenomenon is a nonlinear process; it took more than 12 hours to run a simple 3D model. Thus, I turn to Brian
Cuerden, who is expert in ANSYS. With ANSYS, we can make a 2D cross-section model,
which can save a lot time, and the contact of two materials can be well defined.
In fig 2, the left edge is the center of the contact area. Just half the stress field is shown
because of the symmetry. The vertical pink arrows is the response force from the the
glass sample, with length representing the relative value of the force. The color contour is
the tensile stress field. Under 50 lb/in load with 0.01 in contact radius, the maximum
stress is 966 psi. The numbers to the left of the fig is the depth of the element in microinch. And the numbers at every nodes are just node numbers.
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Fig 2 ANSYS FEA model of tensile stess field
We can see that from Fig 1&2, the contour is match from FEA and theory calculation.
The high tensile stress field is just outside the contact area. But one thing need to mention
is the maximum stress will change when we refine the mesh. That means smaller finite
elements will get higher maximum stress on the surface. There is a maximum stress point
acting as a singularity, which is due to abrupt material change at the edge. The depth of
the stress field is less than 0.5um, which will not change when mesh is changed.
Herztian contact assumes that two materials is contacting without any friction [3][4], which
is not the real case[7]. So with Brian’s help, we make a model with friction coefficient
while performing static load. Tensile stress will decrease while friction coefficient
increases. In my opinion, this is due to different Poisson ratio between glass and steel. As
we known, glass (0.21) has a smaller Poisson ratio than steel (0.28) does. When two
materials are pressed together, they both are trying to squeeze out. Steel tends to expand
more, but they cannot slide from each other because of friction. So glass will get a radial

force from contact center to the edge, which will mitigate the tensile stress just outside
the contact area.
In another case, when we apply a shear force to the indentor (sliding), tensile stress will
increase in one side. This is a simulation when temperature changes. Two materials will
get a shear force when the coefficient of temperature expansion. Since I have not enough
sample to test this situation, I just try a few samples which will describe in the following
section.
2, Double ring test of strength
In this bending test, the vertical load apply to the sample is read by a mini load cell,
shown in fig 4. After that, the load will transfer to moment apply to the glass, and then
the tensile stress on the upper surface. I used COSMOSwork modeling (shown in fig 3)
and calculation from Roark’s [10]. (Detail calculation steps are in the appendix).

Fig 3 COSMOSWorks FEA model

Table 1 tensile stress due to bending

Unit: psi

30lb
Sample

200lb

Roark's

COSMOSWork

Roark's

COSMOSWork

1.15mm

3970

3695

26467

25750

0.9mm

6455

5800

43033

39130

thickness

Results are agreed well with each other. But due to mash refined issue, the
COSMOSwork model is more likely deviation from the true value. So I decide to trust
data from Roark’s.
Experiment
General procedure
A piece of glass breaks when two conditions coincide. The first is the presence of tensile
stress at the surface and the second is the presence of a flaw in the region of the tensile
stress. So we first make some flaws due to contact stress on a glass. Then exert different
tensile stresses to the cracks on the glass.
The two steps
1, Make contact damage (static load, shock load, grind while load)
1.1 static load
Settings are shown in fig 4. INSTRON hardness test machine provide a good vertical
load force (manually) and a platform. Use a ball tip against the load cell to prevent a side
force. Load cell is attachment to the indentor. Use clamp fork and bamboo fork to
concentrically align the indentor, glass sample and the supporting ring. The load value
will show from computer screen instantaneously via use interface. The maximum
indenting load will hold for 5 seconds before release.

Fig 4 load the glass with a sharp edge indentor
Detail drawings and specs of indentors will be provided in the Appendix.
1.2 shock load[11]
Use the bench handling procedure from MIL-STD 810D to do the shock load.

Fig 5 shock load test

Use tape to clamp the indentor sample and aluminum substrate together. In case of the
irregularity on the Al plate damage the sample, put a paper between the glass and the Al.
Using one edge as a pivot, lift the opposite edge. Let the lifted edge is just below the
point of perfect balance, then let the whole package drop back freely to horizontal bench
top. Repeat, using other edges for a total of four drops.
2, Double ring test of strength of the glass
Settings are shown in fig 6. Use three clamping forks to align the double rings and the
glass sample. Gently apply the load tilt it breaks. The software will automatically record
the maximum load.

Fig 6 double ring strength test
Statistical Analysis
Now we got a set of tensile stress data. Then assign a probability to each data point using
Harris’ method and then fit the Weibull distribution[8]: F ( )  1  exp(( /  0 )m )
(Detail steps are provided in the appendix VI).

Result and analysis
From the cracking pattern in fig 7, we can see that the initial crack is from the center
region of the sample, where the tensile stress is applied while bending. Because the
tensile stress is uniform inside the smaller ring, the initial crack will occur at the location
where the deepest existing flaw is.

Fig 7 use double tape to hold the crack pattern of the sample
To compare the strength before and after the indentation, we need a group of 25 samples
to test the strength with any damage
Table 2 characteristic strength and scatter of the distribution m
characteristic

scatter of the

strength ksi

distribution m

25

25.9

4.4

100lb/in, R=0.01 in

25

24.2

4.9

100lb/in, R≈0.002 in

10

21.3

4.0

Shock load

10

27.3

3.8

7

10.5

7.2

situation

quantity

Before indentation

Grind with 25um
compound

Using the table of student’s distribution

[13]

, we have 80% confidence to say 7%

degradation before and after (100 lb/in, R=0.01 in) indentation is due to statistical issue.
That means the strength of glass won’t degrade in the level of load. (Details to determine
the confidence of the result is in the Appendix)
40% confidence to say 18% degradation before and after (100 lb/in, R=0.002 in)
indentation is due to statistical issue. That means the strength of glass begins to degrade
in the level of load.
More load may yield the steel, then the sharp corner will be flattened and stress is
decreased.
Steel poisson ratio is larger than glass’, if there is friction in the contact area, the steel try
to pull the glass outward, and the tensile stress at the contact edge will decrease, as the
FEA shown, for 50lb/in, without friction, maximum tensile stress is 10ksi while with 0.5
friction coefficient is 1ksi. Another problem in FEA is the steel stress is much less than
the Al stress, although both of them are really shallow.
We can see from the Roark’s equation from appendix, sample thickness is inverse square
to the tensile stress value. And the sample thickness has a 10% variation. Unfortunatly, I
fail to measure the first half samples. So I measure all the samples left, and assume the
average value to be the thickness of the whole set of samples.
Conclusion
1, Opti-polish glass is really strong. And the surface quality of the glass is very important.
2, It is safe to say Yoder’s assumption is too conservative
3, At 50 lb/in static load with R=0.01 in, the strength of glass will not degrade.

4, Shock load seems do not have catastrophic effect to the glass contacting with sharp
edge.
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Appendix I
Calculation from Roark’s and compare with COSMOSWorks

Appendix II
Drawing of indentors and double rings

Sharp edge (about .0002in)
R=0.01 in;

Support metal rings
OD 0.75’’
ID 0.38’’

Aluminum tube (for double ring
strength test)
OD 1.25’’
ID 1.12’’
OD 1.75’’
ID 1.62’’
There will be a layer of nature
Latex rubber between Aluminum
tube and the glass sample.

3/8’’ height

Appendix III
Load cell specs and software
http://www.loadstarsensors.com/iloadmini.html

Appendix IV
Fit the Weibull distribution

I used this method to fit load data in Matlab. (just show two of them to give you an idea)
Before indentation:

After 100 lb/in indentation

Appendix V
Glass data sheet from Brian Cuerden.
Although there is no data for opti-plish BK7, but from the the scale between opti-polish
Zerodur, D64 etched Zerdur, and D64 etched BK7, the strength I got from my experiment
is in the proper range.

Appendix VI
Student distribution to determine the confidence of the result.

Using the table above, to determine if the results of two sets of data are the same, except
for statistical error.
For example,
The average stress sample suffered just before breaking in the double ring test.
Before indentation: <x1>; after 100 lb/in indentation: <x2>.
And their average standard deviation is Sd
Then t=|<x1>-<x2>|/Sd.
Find the t value in the table, for two-tail test. the number is the percentage confidence you
can get for these two set of data.

